Airhead Tire Inflators

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Operating Range**: 0 - 174 PSI
- **Accuracy**: ±2 PSI
- **Supply Pressure**: 80 min - 220 max
- **Supply Connection**: 1/4" NPT Female

FEATURES

- Inflate / Deflate While Still On Tire
- Durable Aluminum Body for Long Life
- Accurate Easy to Read Linear Spring Gauge
- Individually Tested to ±2 PSI
- High Flow Valve for Faster Inflation / Deflation

No More Back and Forth Between Pencil Gauge and Hose!

**Tough, time-saving tire inflator!**

The AirHead has a high strength aluminum body and is tough enough to withstand the abuse that is common in a shop. The easy to read, magnified, linear-scale pressure dial is in a sealed environment, ensuring debris won't affect the reading. You’ll save time because you can inflate and deflate without removing the inflator from the valve stem. The AirHead is certified and calibrated to ± 2 psi. Includes a 21” hose with twin angled chuck.